ON THE FRONT LINE OF
VEHICLE CONVERSION
VCS came to MPM looking for a supplier that was flexible, reliable and
had the skill to produce quality internal panels to be incorporated in the
manufacture of Ambulances.

SUPPLIER:
MPM Bradford
CLIENT:
Vehicle Conversion Specialists
PROJECT:
Pattern work, moulds and
production of internal
ambulance parts
RESULTS:
Fibreglass partner to assist and
improve build programme

“We have no issues
recommending MPM, their
facility, and their highly
professional team that go
above and beyond to satisfy
our needs. The product
and service we receive is of
first class quality and any
problems that do crop up are
dealt with immediately”
Wayne Sullivan
Commercial Director / VCS

VCS (Vehicle Conversion Specialists) design and
manufacture all types of vehicles, from front line
accident and emergency vehicles to small minibus
conversions, with clients ranging from St John’s
Ambulance Service to clients in the Police and
Defence markets.
Since its inception in 2010, VCS has enjoyed a
rapid period of growth, being one of the most
technically capable and advanced specialist
converters in Europe, with the ability to develop
bespoke solutions to a variety of engineering
problems. With 23 highly skilled employees,
VCS constantly strive for innovative and effective
design and engineering solutions, ensuring
customers’ requirements are achieved while
adhering to safety regulations.

“MPM were recommended to us by a few other
companies within the industry, and once we had visited
the team and their ever expanding facility at MPM,
we knew they had the capability to manufacture the
specific components we needed at a competitive price.

A team with a great ‘can do’ attitude
Mutual client - supplier respect
Proactive, professional advice

“If MPM receive customer complaints, they have a
structured system to ensure they are resolved efficiently

CS approached MPM after several referrals
from other companies within their industry. MPM
have over 100 years of distilled knowledge in the
composite industry. This, together with previous
experience in manufacturing composite parts for
emergency vehicles, meant they knew that they
could deliver a product on time, to a high quality,
at a competitive price, all while maintaining an
outstanding level of service.

and with immediate effect.
When VCS needed an issue resolving MPM personally
visited their site to resolve the issue immediately.
They offer an outstanding level of service to all their
customers, and ensure customers understand that a
team member is just a phone call away.”
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